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shooting people in massively wide open maps is sim-
ple to grasp. ‘Apex Legends’ doesn’t shy away from
these concepts but instead refines them to a quality
of polish both fans and non-fans of the genre have
been asking for.

It is hard not to see how influential ‘Overwatch’
has been on ‘Apex’. Everything from the characters
to the art-style to the mechanics seems like some-
thing Blizzard would come up with when they were
in their prime. The characters are most-definitely the
stars of the game and they’re quite a talkative bunch
as well. I found their personalities in the menu screen
and their general un-lockable voice lines extremely
corny but in game they sound more distinctive and I
love that they speak each individual call-out in their
own unique manner. It’s a great touch.  

Each of the initial 8 characters comes with a mix
of passive, active and ultimate ability that are not only
really balanced but play really well-off each other in
a number of unique ways. Bloodhound can track en-
emies trapped in a friendly smoke grenade from Ban-
galore while Gibraltar and Lifeline have flexible
support abilities that complement each other without
ever feeling like they are over-lapping too much.
Being forced to play each game with two other peo-
ple always might be a nightmare in most games but
the integral character abilities and the fantastic ping
system makes playing even with a group of strangers
a fun and challenging experience. 

The ping of champions
I’ve always found the middle-mouse button quite

underrated. I usually end up key-binding important
buttons to the mouse wheel simply because I find it
so satisfying to click and maneuver with. I didn’t need
to do that here because Respawn has come up with
a communication system that is so genius I am sure
it will copied to other shooters for many years to
come.  

The middle mouse button is your ping and you
can ping to highlight pretty much about anything in
the game. Want to tell a teammate about an armor
pack you found? Just look at it, ping it and your char-
acter will inform your team. Spotted an open door or
item box in the distant? Just ping it. This is just the
surface of the system. Holding down the button
opens a communication wheel with a good amount
of other options to convey information to your team
in a number of ways. It’s simple, effective and a god-
send for those uncomfortable with using in-game
mics or those with language barriers.

Apart from the characters and the ping system,
the last great addition Respawn brings to the Battle
Royale table is ironically the new respawn system.
The game pushes you to stay as a squad of three
from the drop. You land together has three with one

member designated as the jumpmaster who controls
where the team will land (you still have an option to
detach from the group and land separately if you
want). But the most important reason to stick with
your squad is the ability to resurrect a fallen team
member. 

When you are killed, you drop a beacon (a Dog
tag of sorts) that can be picked up by someone in
your team. They only have a 90 second window to
do so but once that’s done a new cat-and-mouse
mini-game will begin where they have to reach a
respawn terminal which will return the dead member
back into the fight. They won’t have any equipment
with they get back so it’s balanced in that sense. The
terminals themselves are smarty placed around the
map as they are usually found in a wide open area,
increasing the overall risk involved. The few times I
managed to fight my way to a respawn terminal and
get back a squad mate was some of the most exhila-
rating moments I’ve ever had in a Battle Royale.

Unfortunately any real innovations on the BR front
here. Before I get to the negatives I want to briefly
mention touch on the map. The backbone of any
good Battle Royale, I can’t quite say what makes an
ideal BR map but variance and fun traversal are key.
‘Kings Canyon’ the first and only map at launch
(Respawn have said there are more on the way) plays
to the games strengths. You can zip line through
wires, propel yourself even further with balloons and
slide down hills almost indefinitely.  There aren’t that
many locations but each one is nicely enclosed with
obvious entrances but hard to reach exits. My gripe
with it mainly lies in its lack of variety, both visually
and in ways it forces gun fights. The visuals are bland
and repetitive with only few standout areas like the
marketplace or the bunker. 

Shoot me again I ain’t dead yet
Understanding the stale array guns is the first real

obstacle to get over in ‘Apex’. The majority are plain
useless. Seriously if you see a ‘Mozambique’ on the
floor just ignore it; your melee attacks are better. The
same can be said for most of the ‘light machineguns’.

All the weapons do feel great to shoot and if you’re
familiar with the gun play from Titanfall or Call of
Duty then you’ll be right at home here. But for has
great as the shooting is, it still doesn’t change the fact
that hit registration is often obtuse and unpre-
dictable. This affect is amplified when combined with
the game’s armor system. 

Armor is divided into simple level 1-3 upgrade
tiers but I’m not alone in believing that it needs
slight adjustments at the moment. Level 1 armor
barely stops anything while a player with level 3
armor is more tank than human. Time to kill (TTK)
is always a tricky aspect to balance in shooters but
it certainly feels a bit too long here. When you end
up doing more than 500 plus damage in a gun fight
without scoring a single kill you know something is
slightly off. 

Finally let me address the elephant in the room IE
the fact that ‘Apex Legends’ is a free-to-play game
published by EA, a company notorious for its shame-
less DLC and “macro-transaction” practices. No one
is more surprised than me to report that both the
content provided and the in-game currency model
are both fine. Fine is as far I am willing to go in praise
of it. Out of the 8 character line-up 2 are locked be-
hind a pay-wall, unlocking one of them for free will
take around 15-20 hours of game time if you’re lucky.
Respawn have already released a schedule for future
content which includes characters, maps and other
goodies but the price tag on the proposed ‘season
passes’ are yet to be unveiled. Technically the game
runs well on mid-tier PCs and I’ve only faced minor
connection issues. I also hope to see more robust so-
cial features added as you can’t even add players
you’ve recently partied up with as friends. 

‘Apex Legends’ fulfills its promise of providing
a hungry player base a deep, polished and quite
possibly the most entertaining Battle Royale avail-
able to date. For that Respawn Entertainment is to
be applauded. They’ve propelled themselves to the
forefront of an increasingly crowded genre and
with such a great start - the ball is 100 percent in
their court. I’m sure the ginks will be ironed out and
the bare bone content at launch will be greatly ex-
panded on but whether or not they retain the player
base to see those changes through will be interest-
ing to watch for. I’m still having a blast and with
more friends hopping on, I can see the fun contin-
uing for a good while longer. 


